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There are many facts that we all are unaware of and hence when we drive we do not care about a
few things. In general, we know that if we are Caught speeding in areas where there is a speed limit
set up then that can lead to penalty of money and sometimes even cause us to loose our driving
license. In this article, we will know more about few facts about Drunk driving so that we can avoid
such things in future:

1. Every one of three people driving becomes a part of impaired driving accident in their own lifetime.

2. One in three 13 year olds drinks alcohol.

3. Every year many teenagers die in driving accidents. Out of three such accidents one is caused
due to drunk driving. Surveyâ€™s state that 22% die, 2 % property damage happens and 4% body
injuries happen in such accident.

4. Kids who start early age drinking are more responsible for drink and drive accidents as well as
caught speeding incidents.

5. 6000 people die every year from drink driving incidents by teenagers. Out of which 26% male
teens are involved and 13% female teens are involved. It has been seen in such accidents 73% of
people not wearing their seat belts.

6. Every year nearly every adult pay 500$ for impaired driving in the United States.

7. In every minute 1person is injured due to caught speeding incidents or drink and drive accidents
all throughout the world. This leads to nearly half a million people every year.

8. In United States one person die every 50 minutes in such accidents. This is year in was 10,835
people victim.

Keeping these facts in mind always remember that the people dying or injured are someoneâ€™s
relative, the next turn might be yours. So be alert and drive safely. Avoid drink driving.
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For more information on a Caught speeding, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Drunk driving!
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